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Volume XCIV
1979-8- 0 and to discuss the ETC
1.curriculum. --- The- report - on
discussion which followed the first
.
and only motion drew out several
..questions about semesters that,
had only been, skimmed in the 2
- previous faculty, discussions.
Senior LS." was a main topic of
debate. The concern here was that
- with an increased course load
; under the semester system and
having --the senior . LS. due at
relatively the. same time as is
presently, students would end up --
"sluffing off in someone's course to
complete the LS." Although it was'
'recognized that Junior LS. would
-- be i strengthened, fthere - was a
degree of doubt as to --the senior .
LS. Along these, same fines, the
Finance
judges of its merit. j
. Ms. Patton - explains " that, in
recent years, 30-3- 5 of Wooster :
--
: alumni- - have . donated to The
- Wooster . Fund. This figure
represents an increase from
earlier - years and is a good
percentage, of participation when .
compared with " many" 7 other
.
schools. ,
"Student involvement early in
the time as alumni is significant,"- -
Cannibalism
- Everyone knows who Alfred E.
Packer is - the first person in the
United States ever to be convicted
of cannibalism. He accomplished
this in,Colorado in 1875 by eating
five prospectors he was guiding
through the mountains. The judge
sentenced 'him with the
memorable words, "There -- was
-- only six Democrats in all of
Hinsdale County and you ate five
of them. I sentence you to hang .
as a warning against further
reducing the Democratic
population of this county." Packer
was paroled, however, and died in
1907 in a Denver suburb.' " ' ?
"Today, 103 years later, the
College of Wooster celebrates his
memory with a day of .- -. live
entertainment, games and events.
-- McGuffey Lane, a country-roc- k
band - from Columbus, will
alternate with . comedian Tom
Parks throughout the day. Parks
will also host the Whopper jawed
Galoot Show, in which Wooster
people will Compete for titles in the
categories of - Biggest ' Bubble,
Cutest Butt.: Cutest Navel,
Funniest Laugh, Fastest Talker,
Biggest Muscles, Best National
Disaster : Imitation, and Best
Dancing Couple. There will also be
about half a dozen booths set up
by various campus groups,
including such perennial favorites
as kissing, picture-taking- ,,
dunking, penny-pitchin- g, chalk-drawin- g,
and t --shirt-selling. And
the WA. will sponsor Superstars
Competitions in such events as
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SemesterCaleiricilair Defeated
Lasf Monday -- night,' following
extensive discussion,, the faculty
- defeated by 3 votes a motion to "
approve a semester-course- .'
calendar In taking this action, the
faculty resolved an issue which has
. been in the spotliqht for the past
several months, an issue that forbeing analyzed as only a container
' for a more important package, has '
' caused a great deal of concern and
action among faculty, administra-
tion and students. This issue is the
t calendar. Monday night's meeting
was ' in - fact a special faculty
meeting cauea oy tne tKU to vote
on two motions I.That the faculty
approve ' a semester-cours- e
calendar 2.: That the semester-- .
course calendar go into effect in
Donations
"X : - ' by David Hagelin-'- V ; .
- : It is not unusual that today s
student attending a private college
..iauhm Hiiui wine oimj eiKrou
earning sufficient funds to enable
himher to .. continue : hisher
independent college must also v
work diiioentlv and' caretuuv to :
operate within a balanced budget. .
- TT -
.lit . I.
. ine vouege 01 woosiers
" annual operating budget is $11.5, -
through student tuition and tees.
"n J or a. cnit uum ou iiiusi tume irum
. other sources; such as income
from the endowment and gifts. -
- "According to" Sally Patton,
'.
Wooster Fund is expected to
- contnbute roughly- - .5 million
-
, annuauy . 10 ine puagei. t inis
:
' grants to students, faculty salaries, '
-- and the purchase of equipment,
' among other channels.
- "Contributions to The Wooster
--
,Fund come from alumni; parents
.
- or -- stuaents; parents oi aiumni;
whom are townspersons," said ; .
Ms. Patton, adding that alumni are
by far the largest group of donors: :
" These donations, she believes, :.
indicate that those with interest in ;
'
tangible vote of confidence'' to its '
!future.' " '':-- J " ': ";
Annual nnmnnrM ruw nrvwi
Patton stressed that small gifts "do
--make a difference." that they are
significant in attainment of the $.5
million goaL - ,
--
-- The Wooster - Fund not only '
neips rne : conege - ro meei
immediate .needs and long-ter- m
challenges, Ms. Patton feels, but it
:
also "authenticates the values and
program of the college."
.
--
, "Foundations and corporations ,.:
look closely at the percentage level
of alumni support when making
competitive awards to independ-
ent colleges," she stated. . :7
The reason for this is that those
most closely associated with the --
College are probably the best
arguement ,. for . more reflection
. time, previously recognized by the
faculty as one of the stronger
arguements for switching to a
semester system, was to some
degree dented with. the requests
; by different departments to meet
classes 4 or 5 times per : week
rather than 3. " ; --
." Another faculty concern was
the impact a switch from quarters
to semester would have on off-- -
campus programs. A reply to this
question noted that the number of
; students studying off campus rests
" more on the college's attitude
toward that practice rather than --
oh the calendar. However, it was
mentioned that the committment ;
in semester off campus programs
; she said. "There are 500 more
: alumni each year. We must run
harder each -- year to stay in the
same place." '
.
The process of soliciting donors "
continues throughout the fiscal
(July 1 - June 30) year. Three to
four mailings are dorte1 a-HiuaH- yy
-- and in the spring a phone-a-tho- n is r
conducted to contact those
needing special encouragement.
-
M mmin .-.ou
would be 18 of a student's college
career rather than 112 under the
quarter system. Other issues
covered in the discussion included
the effect that a calendar change
would have on student teaching
and certification, recruiting
prospective students, completing
sequential courses, faculty
.
teaching load, energy use. and
student employment during
winter break. Analogies laced the-- ,
evening's discussion. One faculty
member comment that "changing
calendars was like lying in bed - it's
nice to roll over every once in a
while. But it's a matter of if you
want to roll over on the other side.
What we have to keep in mind is
that we have been lying on one
side for 105 years (semesters) and
on the other for 10 (quarters)." .
Another faculty member revealed
that being under the quarter
system is similar to "being hit over
the head with a hammer - it feels
so. good when it stops." After 2
hours of discussion, the question
was called and a secret ballot
taken. The ballots were counted
and, it was announced Jhat, the
tnorion to adopt a semester cour :
calendar "had failed 47-5- 0. At this --
point the faculty voted to rescind
their previous motion of the April
meeting which stated that the
In the evening, the men of
Stevenson are sponsoring a hog
roast in the Quad. A- - Norman
Celebration Promises Entertaining Day
the greased pole race, dress relay,
balloon stomp, and the 50-yar- d
dash.
.
-
X S r'
mm ifl W M ml m
-ffl; vote
.quarter course system not
continue beyond 1979-80- . 67-8- 0
was the count, reaching the two
thirds majority needed, by againjust 3 votes. The faculty then voted
in a quarter-cours- e calendar for.
1979 80. A question that did arise
'j it t- -during ine aiscussion was what
has the student input been on this
issue of calendar? Responding to
the question, a student
representative cited that the 2
students on EPC voted to suggest
that we remain on the present
quarter system. When that EPC
recommendation was brought to
the faculty in April, it was defeated.
Students then conducted surveys,
held an open forum wrote a
student appraisal of calendar and
curriculum, passed a resolution to
stay with quarters, and finally
showed up at Monday night's
meeting to petition the faculty for
greater student input in all campus
wide issues. Following the vote on
calendar, the EPC report on
curriculum was discussed. It was
emphasized that EPC is open for
suggestions on curriculum from
anyone who wants to make them.
So now, with the kue 6f calerWldfr
settled at least through 1979 80,
the EPC hopes that energies can
be directed to reviewing and
improving our curriculum.
Lear-Bu- d Yorkin film. Start the
Revolution? Without Me,
starring Gene Wilder-an- d Donald
Host for this year's Alferd E. Packer Day is comedian Tom Parks, who will introduce McGuffey
Lane, a country-roc- k band, and preside over the Whopper Jawed Galoot talent show.
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.; Faculty Vote Praised
- With the faculty's deda'ons to to retain the quarter system for
the 1979-8-0 school year, it has inequivocally demonstrated that it
can act in the student's best interests. Though the measure to
rescind the earlier decision to change to a semester calendar
passed by only a few votes, the earlier decision had been
overwhelmingly pro-semeste- r. Because of the continuous discus-
sion about the calendar, the work of people like Card Rowan and
Sandy Knonitis, and the common-senac- al arguments raised by
certain faculty members at the Monday night meeting, many
votes were changed.
.
-
- " :
As Kronitis and other students noted in the reportT "Student
Appraisal of Calendar and Curriculum at the College," a move to
a semester system would alter more than dates and the number of
courses taken. Off campus programs, teaching certification,
'energy conservation, student jobs over Christmas vacation, and
the Independent Study program all would have "to be
re-evaluat- ed. As the faculty began to think about the future of
certain programs, especially the effectiveness . of IS under a
semester calendar, it became clear to many that a quarter system
might indeed be preferable Certain myths, such as the "time for
reflection" that semesters supposedly provide, were dispelled by
the. faculty vote as well.
The WOOSTE R VOI CE heartily endorses the faculty decision
and hopes that future deciaons will show the same degree of
concern for student opinion.
.
-
Why Close Meetings?
Though the recent faculty meeting did result in a decision
popular to many in the student body, the fact that the meeting
was closed to students raises some questions. Do students not
have the right to know how decisions that affect them are made?
Dean of the Faculty Vivian Holliday argues that the presence of
students would inhibit discussion among the faculty. But if a
person says what he means, shouldn't he not be afraid to say it in
front of students? '
When the faculty is reviewing the record of an individual
student, of course, other students should not be present Yet when
matters such as the proposed change in calendar and curriculum
come up for vote, all those who are affected need to be aware of
the decision-makin- g process.
?One may argue that when we pay tuition we hire educational
specialists (faculty and administrators) to play our college lives for
us, but this argument may be carried only so far. Perhaps
students should not have complete say about changes in the
curriculum and calendar, but they most certainly should have a
powerful voice. Though some faculty members have stated their
objections to students being present at meetings, others have
indicated their support for student involvement.
Dean Holliday is concerned that students would not
understand the context of faculty discussions, but if the
WOOSTER VOICE is permitted to have a reporter at all
meetings, students attending "would better, understand the
context. Until, then, however, ; we will have to rely on
.
interpretations of the meetings by administrators and faculty, and
reports from students serving on faculty committees. Lef s open
up the meetings and allow students to know how their college lives
are being changed, and who's doing the changing.
WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of The
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
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Lctterg to the Editor
Students
Dear Editor,
On Monday, May 15, forty
students, in an independent action
addressed the . faculty meeting
called to discuss and vote on the
proposed schedule and curri-
culum changes. The statement
which was read is below. It is felt
that these proposals can serve asa
point from which we may start to
institute reform to evolve and
better s inform ; more students.
More information on this may be
obtained by contacting any of the
five students listed at the bottom
of the statement. The next SGA
meeting is Monday, May 22, and it
is strongly urged that those who
feel action is needed should attend
that meeting and make themselves
heard.. .. .. r '
James Everett
We have come here tonight to
ask your help in opening lines of
communication which would
prevent the-- development " of
' situations in which students have
no significant voice in their future.
We recognize that the faculty has
felt the
.
same frustration as
students with the lack of
communication lanes. The
minimization of effective student
participation negates the
philosophical basis of any
institution of higher learning. We
are deeply disturbed that in a
community of which we are the
vital part no meaningful student
involvement has occurred.
We feel the consideration of this
calendarcurriculum change is an
example of the lack of sufficient
student input used in the decision
making process. Any decision of
this magnitude demands greater
deliberation with more input in
order to achieve a calendar and
curriculum which is both widely
acceptable and workable. We
object to the
.
manner in which
changes have - been proposed
omitting student participation and
therefore make the following
.
recommendations:
V 1) All major.- - issues in both
academic and social areas be put
to a student referendum, as the
proposals reach
.
maturity and
before faculty consideration so ;
that there is no doubt as to where
fi&i SOvkc
Expr
the students stand. ,
7 2) Materials necessary for"
intelligent decisions by students
should be ' freely and openly '
distributed. - -
3) The creation of more equal
representation on all committees
to ensure fullest student
participation.
. .
4) All faculty meetings, save
those which involve confidential
-- student - records, .--, be open - to
students andor their press so that .
those whose lives are affected by
Faculty
Dear Editor, V
I would like to commend the
faculty whose votes insured more
time for discussion among all
campus entities on the issue of the
calendarcurriculum. This, action
demonstrates a partnership does
exist at Wooster and renews the ,
importance of student opinion.
The SGA and the independent,
student group should be
commended for effectively voicing
student opinion and for helping to
bring about this reversal in the
faculty vote. This action shows the
communication lines are open
am6ngafl campus groups, if you --
take the time to organize and
Staff Needed
,
Students with an eye toward a
future in journalism, or with simply
j an interest in contributing to their
college newspaper, are, encour-
aged to apply for the positions of
interim News Editor and interim
Feature Editor of the WOOSTER
VOICE. These positions carry
salaries of $67 each for Fan Quarter
only; after that you may continue in
a paid position for the VOICE
depending on your performance
and the needs of the staff,
v Please send a letter of
application --explaining ' any
background you may have had in-writin- g,
lay-o-ut work, or muck-
raking to Doug Pinkham, Editor of
the VOICE, Box 2489. ,(Experience perferred but not ,
essential) Applications should be
in no later than May 26, 1978. '
DEPOSIT
NUCLEAR
WASTE
HERE PI
Concern
such meetings are fully aware of
their professor's views
We are united in our
determination to be treated as we
are intended to be educated - as
adults. We cannot and will no
longer be passive recipients of
actions which deeply affect our
lives and in which we currently
have no real voice.
Susan Estill, James . Everett
Kirsten Felber Nancy Hofstetter
Robert Reed 7
properly, present your opinion. "
The Visitation Proposal will
" have received the approval of
Campus Council by the time this
letter is printed. The,change in
visitation rides primarily on one
issue - are students responsible
enough to handle increased
flexibility in the visitation system? I
believe actions such as the student
group .which worked to express
concern about the calendar and
curriculum show a responsible
- attitllfo I Hie Prwfetf tKz Anttra
student body has a chance to
- demonstrate social responsibility
by not drinking at Alfred E. Packer
Day. Open consumption pf this
type is illegal - show a responsible
attitude and don't drink at the
Alfred E. Packer Day festivities.
This demonstration of
bility will greatly aid our visitation
proposal as it goes to President
Cope land for his decision. Be --
socially responsible, help
visitation, and keep Alfred ;E.
Packer Day a tradition at Wooster
by not drinking at today's events.
'
. Thanks,- - .
Dean Walker
.
. ;
Fund Financed
;,--y;- f ; cont from pg 1 - - r
such as recent graduates. : ,
"Roughly, we try between July --
and December to get as many of
last year's donors as "possible,?
stated Ms. Patton.."From January
to June we concentrate on new
donors and non-donors- ." : . : 1
'
.
Donors vary in their intervals of
giving: some donate annually,
while others contribute
occasionally or sporadically. ;
Program
by Amy McMahon
Next year, four new on-camp- us
living options will be available for
the members of the new program
houses. Houses for the 1978-7-9
year include three women's
houses: a women's awareness
house (located in Dunn House),
and interracial house (in Hesson
House), and a children's home
program (in Scott Cottage). There
is also one men's program house
for next year, designed to work
with' the elderly at College Hills
' Retirement Village; and is to be
housed in Bontrager House. -'- ;, .
Competition for receiving these --
program houses was stiff this year, ;
and the programs awarded houses --
should consider themselves
fortunate that their programs
made ; it through the selection
process. Ten 'groups submitted
the necessary applications and
outline procedures for their
: tenative programs for the coming '
year, but the selection committee
(consisting , of Joanne Olson,
chairperson, Mike Lauber, Dianna
Lutz, Jim Pearly, and Barbara
Hodges)
,
was careful in how
houses were granted. As Joanne
stated, "We set
.
our standards
pretty high because we feel it is a
privilege to .. have a - program
house. It's pretty much an ideal
living situation." ' ) - - r;
Since program houses tend to
.
be service oriented for the campus
or community, organization and a
serious-- , intention to carry out
programs was also very important
Food Service Recruits
7' For " many" studerttsT working
part-tim-e at college is merely a
source of income. They may wash
dishes, cut lawns, do typing and
filing; but few have the opportunity
to gain experience in the field of
management. Yet in a new Food
Service Management Trainee
Program,
.
directed by student
intern Dann Dodd, some students
are exposed to management work.
If, by chance, someofour trainees
would wish to enter the
; management field," says Dodd,
"the program experience has been
--
-
designed to give them an edge over
the competition." .
In fact, during the second five
. weeks of Phase II of the Program,
the trainee becomes a Manage- -;
ment : Assistant, with regular
responsibility in one of the several
areas, which would normally be the
responsibility of the regular
management. These areas include
unit management, catering, and '
special management-related- ,
projects. . ':ry)
. "Our payoff on the program is
the credible work that our MA.'s
are able to put in during their five
week period, and in subsequent
periods in other quarters,",
explains Dodd. "We feel that these
work periods well justify the initial
cost of training."
t When a student enters the
program, he passes through Phase
I - a ten-we- ek introduction to food
preparation in which the trainee
learns the basics of food service
operation. The trainee spends time
in different departments, under the
supervision of : the department
head. "While in the department,"
Dodd says, "the trainee isexpected
to be exposed to as many parts of
that department as possible. The
day-to-da-y exposure to the full-tim- e
labor in Food Service is quite
Houses Determined
in the selection process. It is
r interesting to note that of the six
houses available for programming,
- only four were granted houses
because, as Joanne noted, "time
and effort made a big difference in
the selection process" and "some
: of the other ones didn't even come
close" to the four selected. :
Two houses were examined in
depth in regards to their programs
for next year. Eileen Abel, a
member, of the women's
awareness house, explained that
their house, "is centered on
showing the roles
.
females and
males carry out in society, and to
make people more aware of those
" roles." Eileen emphasized that the
house was not "pushing
feminism", that they hoped to get
' as many men and women involved
as possible in their house. Some of
their specific activities for next
year will be: small workshops for
women on typical male-centere- d
tasks (like auto repair and financial
workshops), and working with the '
Wooster Community Hot Line for
Battered Women. The only
problem Eileen foresees for their
group is, "We will be in Dunn
House, which is far away, and we .
really have to emphasize that our
program is for everyone."
.
Another program house, the
women's v. house for interracial
relations also has a well designed
proposal and format for next year.
Their house is comprised of black
and white women who will be
working together, to "promote
'valuable when the trainee moves
on to Phase IL" : ;.';:; , -
During the second phase, which
is made up of two five-wee- k
programs, the trainee is taught to
apply the skills that he has learned
in Phase L For the first five weeks,
he works in conjunction with
Managers in Kittredge and Lowry
Center dining halls. The students
study service, production and unit
management, within a learn-by-doin- g
framework. According to
Dodd, trainees deal with areas
such as: student labor, time cards,
financial aid, state ' sanitation
requirements, catering, banquet
planning, ' recipe compliance,
production of food, determination
of food quality, and inventor.
: There are six trainees who have
completed Phase I: Dann Dodd,
David' Burton, David Barbarino,
Edward Lube, Sam Haupt, andTim
Meyer; and, currently, there are
two students participating in Phase
I this quarter. Felix Barry and
Jonathan Seaton. . t
Three students are participating
in Phase II, and became M.A.'s at
the beginning of May: Tim Meyer,
Sam Haupt, and Edward Lube.
- Dodd, who wrote and tested the
Management Trainee Program,
administers its operation under the
direct supervision of Howard
Raber, Director of Food Service.
black-whit- e relations, because
there is a absence of whites'
awareness of blacks on campus,"
as Cindy Beach, a member of the
house ' expressed. Ann Burke,
another 'member of that house
added, "The black-whit-e relations
on campus are minimal; by which I
mean, they could, and should be
; improved." Some of their plans for
next year are connvoations on
.
: relevant black-whit-e issues, open
houses for students and faculty to
bring people together to discuss
the problems on campus, and ,
approaching freshmanv-studie- s
classes about their program and
its relation to the situation on
i
campus. When asked about how
successful she thinks their
program wifl be, Ann responded,
"It's a hard question, because you
can't guarantee other people's
interests In it. I think we should try
to intermingle the blacks and
whites as much as possible. The
black community tries to be solid
community as it is, and to integrate
as much as possible will help those
people to understand each other."
" AH of the program houses
(including the children's home
program house and the men's
elderly help program) have much
to look forward to for next year.
As Carol Morrison, Director of.
.housing commented, "We're
--really excited about the
contributions the program houses
will add to the eampus next year,
because they come from the
' students and the ideas are all their
own." With exceptations and
energy running so high, all of the
program houses should have quite
a year in store for them.
EPC Re
Presently before the EPC:
(1) A reconsideration of the
curriculum.
The EPC report outlines three
major emphases: the major,
electives, and general education
requirements.. General education
would include a writing
requirement, a freshman course, a
religion requirement, and modes
of understanding. The freshman
. course being considered would
focus on seminal ideas and their
'effects on human experience.
Classes would still be small-grou- p,
but the theme would be the same
for all in an effort to guarantee, a
shared experience for Wooster
students. The modes are designed
' to acquaint the' student, with
differing approaches to
knowledge. The emphasis is
methodological. ' The courses
meeting the requirement would be
introductory and might cut across
departmental or "divisional lines.
Possible modes include the
Historical Mode, the . Linguistic
, The Great American
-- , , ESCAPE
" ;-
-.
Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoy I
We have hobbies and crafts for the whole family at family
'prices. -
,
Take advantage of old-fashion- ed service - come in,
browse, ask questions and check out our amazing Kne of
stock! -
Treosw House Hobbles
Phone 21 6264-3-1 33 236 W. liberty St.
!
Brandt Kingsley chats with Dr. Don MacKenzie after presenting
last Wednesday's convocation, entitled, "The Vocabulary of
Architecture." 1 -
Annual Party Returns
by Tracey Dils
This weekend will . hail the
'coming of the fifth "annual
Bacchanalia. Originating from the
Greek wine drinking festival of
ancient times, Bacchanalia has
become' a Wooster spring
tradition and will begin this
Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
The original Bacchanalia was
started five years ago by several
students from Kieffer House
known as the "O 3 Brothers".
Basically, the "brothers" were in
search of a springtime festivity to
get everyone outside and away
from the campus.
This year's Bacchanalia is being
organized by two students -.-
.Charlie Becker and John Rich.
Although these students live in
Crandell house, it must be
stressed that Bacchanalia is not a
section-sponsore- d activity.
Instead, it is a private enterprise
program, run by individual
students.
-examines
and Cultural Mode, the Literary
Mode, the Analytical and
Quantitative Mode, and the
Aesthetic Mode. The EPC report
is not a proposal. Students as well
as faculty are simply being asked
to reconsider our present
curriculum. Do we want to make
changes? Are the distribution and
concentration requirements
achieving anything? Is Freshman
Studies too loosely structured?
(2) A re-examinat- ion of the
SNC system
Should we change the system?
Many senior students take a
course SNC and do D work.
They receive an NC and thus may
not have enough credits to
graduate. Should the third week
deadline for declaring SNC be
extended? Can we defend that?
Should there be a form required to
be signed by the student's advisor
and hisher professor so that the
stident will be fully apprised of the
am
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The event begins on Saturday at
1:00 p.m., and runs through the
evening until Sunday morning.
Bacchanalia features live music
including the Wood Brothers from
Rittman-recordi-ng artists who
have performed many Ohio
engagements and most recently '
appeared at Sea World. Dinner
will be served starting at 5 p.m. and
will include a variety of delicious
items. The site of this year's
' Bacchanalia is the Wayne County
Saddle Club in Overton, Ohio (4
miles west of Wooster). According
to organizer Rich, rides will be
provided, and will leave from
Crandell House (located on the
corner' of Pearl and College)
approximately every hour on the
hour.
Veteran Bacchanalia goer Jeff
Griffith says, "Bacchanalia is the
best party all spring." John Rich
adds, "it doesn't matter what
'you're ' into, Bacchanalia im
chance for everyone to get
together and have a good time."
System
risks of the system? Should a C-minim- um
for S be established
across the board? Should we
change the system altogether?
(3) A modification of the
present quarter system
Should we consider a 3-2-- 3
system with 10 week fall and spring
quarters and a 7-- 8 week winter
quarter? What about three classes
a week, each meeting 75 minutes
instead of 50 minutes? How can we
lengthen spring break? What
about reading days? Are we
satisfied with the present system?
These questions need student
input! SGA will be discussing '
these questions at 7:15 on Monday
night. All students are welcome! In
addition, please send your
'
reactions to EDen Mc Knight, Box
2285, or Carol Rowan, Box 2625,
'
;
your EPC representatives. We
need to know your opinions!!!
ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle
Atom's Maci PvnAriflncad(J Clinic
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect 0-36-6- 170
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by Mark Pierson .
This week's Pierson Person is
Freshman Kim Bracken, who has
just gone through an experience
every student at Wooster has
been through: Freshman Year. It
is-interesti-
ng to see the reactions
of a, student who has just
undergone enculturation into
college life: : ; . .:
Kim started out as Freshman
'Scholar working with Lowry
Center Board, spending most of
her time fall quarter getting used to
Wooster and LCB. During
LET:.THE'f:';S;
(QENinRAIL
COMPANY,OF
provide you with your
popular WISH COOK
and the equally
popular edition of our
1978 WORK BOOK
TO HELP YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE,
CENTRAL. TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PI.AN TO FIT ANY
'BUDCET AND ANY NEED. "v 1 '
Kim Bracken- -
TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK EASIER . ; . EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT TAX.
TIME" . . A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT,
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK- ,-
TO PUT INTO OUR
r. and
Christmas she began a scrapbook
. on the history of. the LCB and
Winter recruited ; Freshman ; to
; work' on the board. This Spring
she became Assistant Chair-- '
person of LCB. Although the
:' Freshman Scholar relationship
with LCB as of now is not a formal
oneJ Kim feels, from her
experience that there should be
;
"
another one next year." ' .- --'
"A lot of people dont know
what LCB is", says Kim. "People
don't - realize . that events like
Packer Day and Parents Weekend,
are all sponsored by LCB. There
IMJSnF;
WAYNE COUNTY,
.1978 -- edition of our
HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
"WISH BOOK"!
.
- :
MT - BANKING
are also some problems of keeping
'-
- communication up between
students and ; administration --
some practical and. some
'
:-:'-
Videological.'
Kim is from' Frederick,; Md.
where she attended high school.
Her pre-Woost- er interests were in
v theater' and : music, student
" government and journalism. In her
. search for a college she looked for
a small school, and - liked --. the '
' friendliness and atmosphere she '
'. found here. . She would like to "
- pursue her interests in theater, but
at," the' present her - time i is
committed - to : LCB. ; Originally
intending to be a music major, Kim
decided against this and now is
undecided. . ' ' '
.
: - ;
; Her outlook on academics has
changed since the beginning of the
year. "It took me a long time to
realize that learning about people
is as important or more so than
just following intellectual pursuits,
h seems as if it is more important ..
sometimes to get into what people
. are tninKmg ana aoing. i naa to
wrestle, with "keeping impossible
acaaemic stanaaras. wnai i learn
. outside of classes . is just as
important in shaping my personal
development.' '
.'
'
: Kim feels that there' is a fair
amount of equality and r
communication between classes.
- "People don't know, don't care
that I'm a Freshman. But there are
communication barriers which are
- caused by such things as making
every- - type of co-e- d housing
subject to application for entry.
There's also not as much dating on
campus as. I expected. For the
most part people Who' come here
are at the level where they can
make decisions on their own, and
-
- cont on pg 5
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.
Flair Travel
Consultants .
.
348 E. BOWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
too soon to start --
planning! ' "-
CALL
264-650- 5
: LET THE MEN OF
Human beinos arc one family '-- all one
unborn have the same value as the bom. God sees no difference. - -- : r.
;-- :' CORRIE TEN BOOM, Author TJi Hiding Place
,'.: V abortion facts ....
The Planned Parenthood center irr Tucson, Arizona, reports that 15 of the
women who abort in the city are repeaters and that it is not uncommon for a
t woman to have a record of 3 abortions.
' Kim Bracken, Assistant Chairperson of LCB, reflects on her first
year of Wooster education. "" ' -
.
-- VV : -
'The Lovers in the Subway
by Martha Jameson -
Amants duMetro" (The . .
Lovers in the Subway"), a French
by Jean Tardieu,. wffl. be
presented at the . College ; of u
Wooster on Sunday, May 21,at
'.:3:qo p.m. in Scott Auditorium.
Admission is free. . --
- The Dlav is defined bv the author
as a. 0aUet without dance and
music says Or. Amy Millstone of
the French department, director of
the play. - " ; : : "' '- - ''"
"I define it as a play on the theme ;
of the difficulties of communication
.
which can be overcome through
love," notes Millstone. "; .'
The first act occurs on a subway :
platform. The main characters Elle ;
and Lui (She and He), played by '
seniors Nora Lari and . Greg .
Turner, go through a romantic duo
at the beginning, have a fight," and" '
break up at the end of the act;
A few typecharacters wander on
to the subway platform, speak a
few lines, and disappear forever.
The people in the station are at"
once anonymous and typecast,
says Millstone. i; : - -
.-
-
"Oe and Lui are caught up in the
middle, of this,", notes Millstone.
"It's almost as if the invisible crowd . .
has formed a barrier to
communication." -- ; : . :,
The second act takes place in a
subway compartment. Elle and Lui
are at opposite ends of . the
.compartment,! and : he . must
overcome the obstacles of other
""Applications for the editorships
of the Thistle and Index are
invited by the Publications
Committee. Editorial responsibili-
ties will begin in the fall of 1978. If
you are interested, please send a
letter of application to Professor
Richard Figge, Chairman,
Publications Committee, -- indicating
your qualifications . and
relevant background as well as
your views on the aims and goals of
the 'THISTLE or INDEX..
Applications should be received no
later than Monday, May 22. -- V
IWISDOM SPEAK - ::
with God. and all valued by Cod. The t
Did you know that a woman who has
never had an abortion has a 5 chance of delivering a premature child? After one
so-call-ed "safe" abortion, her chance for having a premature baby rises to 14,
after two abortions, to 18, after three abortions to 24 .- -. ?j INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GYN & DB, SEPT., 1971
r- - United States House of Respresentatives , V
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT-TO-UF- E 7 . v : : :
;
" Box 835, Wooster, Ohio 264-528-9 .;. - v ; ; ; ,
..: ' . or can - '' :'
EMPAC Emersency Pregnancy Aid 1-419-- 1372 ' ' " "
' rrTEPr"-'"'-vPOTLrvl4'- V3 14-72- 11
in
people to reach her. Elle in the
meantime has become impersonal
like the other passengers,, then
wakes up out of the dream, and the
lovers reunited. - "are 'C-- -
: "We have a kind of robot
movement- - worked out,"-- . says
Millstone, c The- -: anonymous
passengers slowly become people
through dance movements, then
"go back to being robots. Werely on
mime to get the points across.7
The presentation, which is being
done jn conjunction ' with
Millstone's contemporary French
theatre course, will be in French. , ..'
Bcstscllsr Author
Debuts in Wooster
- by Dorothy Knauer j
v James Baldwin, world-renow- n
black, contemporary fiction writer.,
essayist and playwrite will visit the --
College' of Wooster campus. On
Thursday, May 25, Baldwin
.
will
give a public address at 4:00 p.m.
in Mateer Auditorium. ": : - - -
'
' Baldwin, the author of 22 books,
5 of them best-seller- s, writes from
his own experiences, starting with
his youth in Harlem, New York. In.,
his essays; Baldwin writes of his
discovery of his own identity as a
black American." In his fiction,
Baldwin's characters deal also
with coming to know thier own
identities, within' .their relation-
ships " and within their ; society.
Baldwin calls his readers to
acknowledge the state of their own
society which is so often ignored
or denied. He " urges ; each
individual to confront their own
identity and to be accountable in
the ace of that identity. Baldwin's
best known works include: The
Fire Next Time, Go Tell It On
The Mountain, If Beale Street
Could Talk, Another Country,
and Blues for Mister Charlee.
.' Currently, Baldwin is a guest
author-i- n residence at Bowling
Green State University in Bowling
Green, Ohio. He is lecturing and
responding to questions about his
works , in : a graduate ; and - an
undergraduate course which are
co-sponsor- ed by the English and
ethnic studies departments..
Students - in these classes have .
prepared for -- Baldwin's --visit by
reading his works. The students
questions have been based upon .
understanding and discussing ,
Baldwin's writing-it- 's style and its
intent. - i--. : . v ; :
Class discussions with Baldwin
have been intense. In the evolution
of . these discussions Baldwin's
sincerety and his compassion have
been evident,-- . One 4 discussion
focused upon the white Western
cont on pg 5
v f
Comiceirt
,. l" by Lisa Yickery; ; ?: ; "
A program of contemporary and
sophisticated music will be offered
by the ' Wooster Symphony
Orchestra- - this Sunday evening,'
May ; 21st Since March the
orchestra, undet the direction of:
Ms. Nancy Buckingham, has been
rehearsing -- ;. music of French,
Russian and American composers
in preparation for the final concert
of the season. ' - 'i '-;- -.
Debussy's' Pethe Suite ;:wiH
-- open ' the concert in a French .:
medium.-- f Claud Debussy, .r a
'
Parisian composer who lived from
1862-191- 8, is considered .to be the
by Sabrina Johnson I ; f,
- "NoMan'sLarKTwiHbeshowing
; at the Shoolroy Theatre May 18, 19 .
' and 20. Jon ; Fancher, senior
Speech major, is directing this play '
as part of his senior Independent
Study. Thesis. 'Assisting him is
Chrts Henley Rehearsals have -
: been going on since early April - - '
"No Man's Land", written by
British playwrite, Harold Pinter,
first opened onApril23, 1975 at the --
National Theater in London. It ;'
: enjoyed much success but has not
yet been popularly produced in"
. America. It has -- played ; on -
Broadway for a limited engage-- ,'
ment. -- f "" " -- r ': z'r -- 'z'l .
J? Pinter is known for his ability to .- -
write naturalistic dialogue. He also V-"raise- s
questions about people's
- ability to communicate ; by ;
exploring language, sexuality, and
social status," Fancher explains. v
Fancher feels that Pintef ran be ;
'
.appreciated on any level! : ' j-- V
The story is set in present-day- " I
London and centers on two men, .
Kim Bracken
cont from pg 4 . :
are high
.
(another "reason for ,
- corning here). It's good to have the
pressure and the chaDenge-th- e
key is in how you handle it."
. Kim likes : to - hike in the ;
- mountains and bike ride, as well as J
any "ether outdoor activities. She .
used to read a lot before she came.:
here, but has not been able to do "
. so since coming here. One of her ; ,
most memorable experiences wai
traveling to Europe with America's ;
Youth In .Concert during the
summer of 1976. Her musical
- interest are wide-rangin- g, and she
likes anything but country-- :
' western and "heavy" opera. . : .
- Kirn's - first - impressions
'-
- of ;
Wooster were' very favorable. "I ,
found so much reaching out to me. - ,
in my interactions with other!
people-- it was generally a warm ;
'
- feeling. I still feel that pretty much.
On the superficial level there -- is a-communi- ty
spirit, but I've begun to ;
go deeper and the problems and
social tensions are becoming more ,s
apparent to me." -- ' -- ; . - -
The future Kim has left wide-ope- n.
Her goal for next year is to '
' recruit and better .-in- form next
year's Freshman about LCB so ;
they can' have a chance to
: participate. And so ends the story -
of Kim Bracken's Freshman year. -
- , BEALL AVE
'ECON-O-WAS- H
1Jut Nrti of th Cotfl) ' ; I
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 -- 4:15
sasoe
founder " of the Impressionistic
School of .music. His form, like ,
those of his followers, is somewhat '
of arevoltagainsttheclassicsandis
"a refinement of Romanticism.
Two : soloists will then - be'
featuredinAaronCopland'sQuiet
City, a piece that has a theatrical or
scenic atmosphere to it. Copland, ,
born. in New York in 1900 is a '
modernist who-combine- d jazz
elements : with other - rhythmic
patterns to develop a complex
orchestral . style. Although
Coplandis often met with criticism
for his unconventionally he is a
composer with a purely American
Hirst and Spoonery and their
relationship. Hirst, played by Scott
Power, is a formerly famous writer '
who is .very wealthy. Spooner,
,'
played by David Underwood, is a "-
-
not so successful poet who meets "
Hirst in a bar, develops a friendship
.'
with him, and eventually tries to ;!T"
work his way into Hirst's estate.
The play . is
.
characterized by
Fancher as puzzling, humorous,
"".
dramatic and realistic "ft provides
more questions than answers," he : !
asserts. Hence, the directors and
actors will be. available for
Author Visits '
.
c.,r . cont from pg 4 .
mentality. In exasperation about
being' an effective participant in
change, one white . student ;'"
exclaimed, "But I have next to
nothing to work with," "That's all
any '- - of '-usi- -havW Baldwin,
responded. "You've got to -- use '---
that.":-- - " ;
:. Baldwin came to Bowling Green
from France, where he has been -
living for most of the past decade
since the deaths of Martin Luther'
King, Jr., and Malcolm X. He sees
his return to America as" a
homecoming: Baldwin's , visit to
Wooster is being sponsored by I
several departments & ' student
groups including the Black Studies
and English departments & the .
Cultural Events Committee.
Baldwin's lecture, Thursday at
'
'4:00 p.m. Mateer Hall is open to
the campus and community.
Plho'o
INTHS
Bring your Parents Down
to Pike's Peak Camera Shop
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
o Vegetarian Dinners rred :
Our specials: Fresh salads" v '
' Tacos Eggplant sandwiches
: Araeados -- Sojr burgers ;r
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
:.
.
O f We have neat, too! .
Come see us at
131 N. Market v
Ends With. Spring
quality to his styje. 'r
. The featured artists are Jack
Gallagher on trumpet and Patricia
Grutzmacher on the English horn
who are backed not by the full
orchestra but a string ensemble.
Jack Gallagher, will again be
featured in the next piece but this
time not on trumpet but rather on
the podium as both composer and
conductor. Gallagher, a music
instructor here at the college
spends much of his musical talent
writing and one. of his shorter
works. Berceuse, will be
performed to show another side of
Amercian . , music, after Aaron
questions' after the show. The
audience plays an important part in
the play because it helps create the
theatrical evening through its
interpretation of what takes place
on stage. The audience must be
careful not to take things at face
value in this play. . ."
- Foster, played by Paul Hartje,
and Briggs, played by Doug
Slobodien, are. Hirst's two men
servants who j are cancerous
members of .'the , household,
protecting Hirst but overpowering
him as well. ,A psychological
struggle for power ensues.
" Trigs Waller, scene designer,
has created an extremely playable
set, according to Fancher. Mary
Edson is in charge of costumes.
Joel Rizor is in charge of lights.
Properties mistress . is Karen
Evans, house manager is Cathy
McQueen, and publicity director is
Bunny McKee.
?v'-- ' Tkkets arenbw' on salevaf the
theatre box office and are only $1
for students. Tickets will be sold at
the door. Show time is 8:15 p.m.
every night.
. .
'
'-
-
.
.
Packerd Day Is
Wild and Crazy
-
. cont from pg 1-Sutherla- nd,
will be shown on the
roof of McGaw after dark, around
9:30 p.m. The Cage will feature
Jeff Kerekes, -- an accoustical
guitarist who was last seen here at
the Happy Hour on May 5, from
9:00-1:0- 0 p-m- .-
. .
Pcc!i
Camera Shop f
RAftlAOA INN
;
h
X
or Call us at
264-476- 7'
Copland.
.
.
The concert's closing piece is
one characterized by dramatic,
rhythmic and colorful orchestral
effects. This piece, Rimsky-KorsakoV-s
Capricck) espagnol,
also highlights soloists but in the
form of cadenzas built into the
; Program
piece The Spanish caprice is di-
vided into five concise scenic sec-
tions including flashy violin, flute,
clarinet and harp cadenzas. This
piece is particularly interesting
since it has a strong Spanish flavor
and yet was written by a Russian
cont on pg 6
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jS-T-R-E-T-C-
-H V v
$14.98 j;:
S-T-R-E-f-
-CH fabric for saddlebrokc V; --
f (comfort. Boot cut for perfect fit. Made of 78 f :
5cotton22 nvlon. Blue denim. I .
Men's Store - Main Floor
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Babcock Weekend Succeeds
: The second "International
Weekend" held by Internat-
ional Students Association last
week was a great success. The
guests participating in the activities
from other colleges,. The
International Students of the
College of Wooster, American
students, parents and friends from --
Wooster community who attended
the activities, said that the
International Weekend of this year
was much better than last year's.
r' The program comrnencedwitha
reception for the incoming --
students, in the Babcock's main
h
K
lounge. This year 40 students from
eight different colleges, from Ohio
and Pennsylvania attended, and 25
of them stayed over-nig- ht hosted
by students of the College of
Wooster.
After lunch and an hour of games
the International Students had a
discussion on the topic, "Problems
That LS.'s Face When Come tothe
U.S.A." Before the discussion, the
slide series "Echoes of Their
Minds," dealing with the same
theme was presented. Students
expressed their ideas freely and
they reached the conclusion that
Threads Liberated
it
V
-
DO-NOTHIN- G1' DENIM
ALL COTTON! ALL NATURAL!
Won't shrink out of size
Resists wrinkling and puckering
- Gets softer sooner Washes cleaner
and it's alt natural American cotton, not 13
polyester like some jackets. After all, if it isn't pure
cotton it isn't really denim. We know that, so do
you. We won't sell you plastic jackets.
Waist length western jacket. Flapped front pockets,
Sedgefield metal buttons. Navy, prewashed, pre
faced, blue tee. S-M-L-- XL.
even though they have to face
many problems, they 'gain
experience and knowledge living
for a brief period of time in this
country. ' "
' During the afternoon the
International Students attended
the sports activities onthe campus,
and later enjoyed the "Steak Fry"
dinner in Lowry Center, even
though it was not outdoors. v
The highlights of the "Interna-
tional Weekend" was the slide
show "Greece as Viewed by the
Greeks." It was an excellent
presentation of a combination of
music and slides. It is estimated
that more than 150 people
attended the show. In fact, many
people from Wooster came aswell,
as the visiting parents, and they
enjoyed the presentation : very
much. :.
7
r.:3:7'L"T-ici7c::".- T
". i. . iihE37:.: j-fieii-- u::
NATL CENTAL C0AR3S NURSING COARSS
FtexiM Program ft Horn
Ttire 13 a Cifferentsllt "; , J
For Information PteaM Call: rT :.-3-b'Hl
371-003- 5 (coBect) f ) t" V 1 '14055 Cedar Road JrWCleveland, Ohio 44113 t TZZZcm
. (just Of! 1-27- 1) T aWOMJSTS NC tM
Ask About Locals and Compacts
C)ut5kkllY. Stat 0n!y CJUlTnLt-ri-ITt- l ...
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PUPlfJG CXT NEW : IDEAS
Greece Surging "Out After Oppression
' byTasoulaKarakasidou
"Except the blind forces of
nature, nothing moves in this world s
which is hot G reek," said a scholar
in the past century. Greece is a land
built by a race of artists. In 1975
surged out of the shadow of a
.
seven-yea- r dictatorship into the
sunlight of democracy, ' first
conceived and born there 3i000 ;.
years ago, as Greece's gift to all of
us. Now its nine mfllion people are
reaching out again for contact with
the rest of the world.
Some Western businessmen
were fearful that democracy in
Greece spelled instability. The
contrary is the case. "We believe in
Europe," says one of
.
Prime
Ministek-,Karamanlis'-
v. closest
counselors, "in the Europe of the
Atlantic Community allied with the
United States. This is our place in
history." Whatever its evolving
new relationship in NATO may-becom- e,
Greece stands today
pledged by' Prime Minister
WOOSTER FISH
Doop Soa Foods
featuring...
lobster
catfish
shrimp -- '
frog legs
turbot
Oysters
scallops
'-
-
- BBQ ribs ..
RESTAURANT
and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
2S2-C33- 1 --
230 N. Buckeye
Karamanlis to fight with ; the
Western world in case of a new
World War. Its policy of constantly
improving relations with its Balkan
and Middle Eastern neighbors is
part of its search to consolidate
Greek security. ; - . ' .
.Greeks, and foreigners living
among them, have found fortune
beyond Greece's eastern and
southern horizons for 5,000 years.
Today, Volos, the Greek port
where the Argonauts set sail, is the
new European terminal of a direct
shipping line to Syria, which will
eventually include roll-o- n, roll-of- f
container facilities and provides for
the swift sea transport of cars and
trucks. Greece's Olympic Airways
nd the foreign, airlines operating
from Athens and Thessaloniki,
.
have given Greece pride. The
multi-billio-n dollar European
project, blueprinted for the 19808,
just south of Thessaloniki at the
mouth of the Axios river, could
become the world's largest freight
. terminal. -
Greeks have always been
seafarers. The total tonnage,
registered : under - Greek and
foreign flags, makes Greek owned
or operating shipping the largest
merchant fleet in the world. In
terms of Greek-fla- g tonnage, the
Greek merchant marine is the
world's fifth largest.
When Citibank of New York
moved its Middle East regional
headquarters out. of war-tor-n
Beirut and into peaceful busy
Athens, Citibank executives were
nnanlnvMiA alvuit uttsfr mvA
r. : Athens, aside from the lack of war,
a better base: "The telex and the
tolonttrtna tururk-aru- -f lunrk u
they . say. The Telecommuni-
cations Organization of Greece.
' has rlorirlprl on hiiilHina a mainir
The door to Europe is aiar for--
,
Greece. Prime Minister Constan- -'
tine Kaamanlis who was the
architect of Greece's economic
development during his first
permiership in 1955-196- 3, has
conduct Greece through it in as
, rapid and dignified a manner as
, possibje. The government would
like to sign tne tormai accession
.ireaty before the end of 1978,
though there are still obstacles to
.overcome; : ..." : ' "
Greece is an open country and
- has a long tradition in welcoming
visitors. The number of foreign
tourists currently visiting Greece is
about four and a half million a year.
Most tourists have been coming
from the United States, Germany,
thelJnited Kingdom, Yugoslavia, .
France, Sweden, Italy, Austria, the
Denmark.
Wooster Symphony Concert Sunday
' cont from pg 5 --
nationalist. Capriccio espagnol
was one of the last significant
symphonic pieces written by
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsako- v before
he suffered a nervous breakdown
that finalized his composing career
before his death in 1908 at age 64.
PREPARE FOR:
This program, as the previous
orchestra performances, will take
place in McGaw Chapel at 8:15
p.m. Tickets for this final concert
are $2.50 for general admission and
admission for students and college
personnel is free.
world-vid- -
.
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Crown Three Individual Champions
Scottie
f r by Deb Berg
- Frank Sinatra's old hit "Chicago,
Chicago" should be the theme
song for this year's Wooster ;.
Scottie tennis team. ' 7 ;. :
'
: Last weekend Sexton's netters
won the right to travel tothe Windy
City for the Midwest Regional
Tournament by copping the title of
Ohio Small College State Tennis
Champion. 7 .
I Entering the tournament with a
10--1 regular season record, the
Scotties squeezed out the victory,
totaling 94 points to the 92 earned
by both , Oberlin . and , Ohio
Wesleyan..
.-
-,
- a-.-
7
Scots SlipT
by Dave Koppenhaver
The College of Wooster golf
team, led by senior captain Greg
Nye's individual first place,
captured, second place - in the
rain-soake- d, and highly competi-
tive Ohio Conference Champion-
ships at . Apple Valley near
Kenyon. - -- .,7,
7 Muskingum, coming back from
10th place after 18 holes, claimed
the team title with a 54-ho- le total of
1226. Wooster has 1237, Ohio
Wesleyan 1238 and Mt Union
1244. . . -
.
, .
Senior AIl-Americ- an Greg Nye took medalist honors in the OAC Golf Championships for the
second consecutive year, shooting a three-roun- d total of 233. Photo by David Koppenhaver.
Pouring rains through most of
Saturday's 36 holes made playing
; conditions possibly the worst they
have ever been. --.for ...the
championship. Several greens had
to be continuously squeegeed to
allow play.
7"It was raining aD day except for
about the last six or seven holes,"
said coach Bob Nye. "In fact, one
hour into the afternoon we almost
suspended play. There were two
greens almost under water. If they
had gone under play would have
been suspended.". - - . .- - .
;Had that happened Greg Nye
would not have been the only Scot
with a first place medal. Wooster
led after 36 holes and that score
would have been final. Wooster
821,OWU822,Capitaland --
Wittenberg 825 and Muskingum
afci Mount Union 826.
IrARTF
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$1 Shopping Cantar
Tennis Wins Ohio Small College Title
Wooster's strength was evident
in singles play as the Canton,
freshman duo of Nina Gordon and
Audi Wynn won their respective
3rd and 4th singles flights, and
senior Fran Kielbowicz waltzed to
the 6th singles crown.
Gordon and Wynn, who also
combined for a runner-u- p finish at
2nd doubles losing 4-- 6, 5-- 7 to
Oberlin, tallied
.
50 of Wooster's
points alone.
.
Nina, secondseededin her flight,.,
breezed into the semis where she
encountered a few difficulties
against Denison, losing the initial
set. Nina then took control and
to Second in
had rounds of 84,84, but had his
final 18-ho- le tally disqualified
because his scorecartf did not
check on one hole.
"1 guess Fm disappointed we
weren't able to handle the weather
better and avoid the big scores on
certain greens," coach Nye
commented. "We just don't seem
to be able to avoid disaster on one
hole, a seven or eight on one hole "
and your whole round is shot"
' But then few other teams could
either. Not just three-pu- tt greens
but four-putt- s were not
As it was Muskingum came
charging back in the last 18 holes.
Wooster's three-tim- e AH-Americ- an
Greg Nye won
individual honors with 77,79,77 --
233. He was the lone player in the
tournament to break 80 for each of
his rounds. Kenyon's Jay Myers
was tied for second with
Muskingum's Kevin Whitwbrth.
The former shot 80,79,80 - 239, the
latter 86,81,72 - 239.
"Greg - played a smart
tournament," coach Nye said. "He
kept the ball on the fairway, even
at the sacrifice of distance. Under
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closed the match out at 6-- 0, 6-- 0.
Gordon then faced Ohio
Wesley an's powerful representa-
tive defeating her in a dose 6-- 4, 5-- 7,
6-- 2 decision. '
7 Audi Wynn, first seed at her
position, had a shaky opener in
defeating her Kenyon opponent 4--6,
6-- 1, 7--6 in the eighth point ofa tie-
breaker. Audi then sailed on into
the finals there downing the OWU
in three.
Fran Kielbowicz continued her
incredible streak of never having
lost a set all season long. She
demonstrated her superiority at
6th singles by taking Kenyon 6-- 4, 6--
OAC Golf
uncommon: Scores of eight to 10
on a hole happened more than just
a few times. ''
"It's funny we beat the team we
went down there to get, Ohio
Wesleyan," Nye observed, "and
we still lost. You don't go to beat
any one team of course but we
thought Wesleyan was the one-tea- m
to watch.
.
"You i can't really be disap-
pointed though. There are about
11 other conference teams that
would be happy with our spot."
the playing conditions he did very
well. This is the first time I can
remember someone winning back-to-bac- k
conference titles."
Greg left a host of first round 77-7- 9
players five strokes or. more
behind with a blistering 35 on the
first nine of Friday's play.
Freshman Dan Iceman was'
second for the Scots, with 84,83,80
- 247. Fellow frosh Scott
Eisentrout shot 83,82,87 - 252.
Soph Jack Pico carded an 86,84,84
- 254 and senior Spencer Botzum
an 86.85,88 259. Senior John Gill
-5151
Newspapers
Smoke Shop
2 in the finals.
' Loraine Wilder, Sexton's third
freshman, was the second seed at
the 5th spot. Though - she
experienced some difficulties in her
opening match which went three
sets, she went on to defeat a highly-rate- d
Denison player 6-- 2, 7-- 6.
The victory placed Wilder in the
finals where she was subdued by
Wittenberg's representative, 2-- 6,
2-- 6.
The results were a bit different at
3rd doubles where Wilder
combined with Laurie Galloway.
They lost in the opening round to
OWU 4--6, 5--7.
Numbers 1 and 2 singles players
Ann Geary and Pam Hampton
were the only major disappoint-
ments of the - weekend. Both
seeded number two in their flights,
they were knocked out of
contention in the early rounds.
Hampton was the victim of a
major upset, losing in three sets to '
her Otterbein opponent in her
opening match of the tourney.
Geary fared a little better,
winning her opener against
Kenyon, but was then white-
washed by Thomas of Denison, 0-6,- 2.
Hampton and Geary combined
at 1st doubles to play what Sexton
termed "the most beautiful doubles .
Tennis Team Places 8th
by Mike Flannelly
The inexperienced Scot tennis
' team only slipped two positions
from last year in the OAC
championships. After losing the
first four singles and top two
doubles teams, the. Scots slipped
from sixth to eighth-positio- n ia the
OAC tournament.
The Scots had four first round
r
winners but failed to advance
anyone to the semi-final- s. The first --
round, as well as the rest of the
tournament, was played indoors
due to the inclement weather. The
first two rounds had to be .
shortened to an eight game pro-se-t
because of the limited court space. .
In the first --match of the
tournament, the Scots first
doubles duo of Andy LeVinson and
Dave Wardlaw came from behind
to defeat Muskingum 8-- 7. The
Scots fell behind 6-- 1 and appeared .
to be totally out of the match.
Levinson and Wardlaw
.
fought
back and forced the match into a
tie-break- er at 7-- 7. The Scots then
fell behind 4--3 in the best of nine
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I've ever seen they were hitting
spectacular shots and playing good
strategy but they missed too many
of the ordinary shots."
They missed enough of those
shots to lose in the second round 6-- 7,
5--7 to OWU.
It was the overall Scottie depth
and the outstanding efforts of
individuals that gained for Wooster
the championship and the chance
to go on to Chicago.
The first and second place teams
from six states; Ohio, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and
West Virgina, automatically qualify
for the Midwest Regionals to be
held at the Univ. of Chicago from
May 25 through the 27th.
In assessing the team's chances.
Sexton said "Naturally the compe-
tition will be tougher, but we pro-
bably came through the toughest
state tourney of anyone who will be
there. Our strongest competition
should be the Univ. of Chicago and
Kalamazoo which Oberlin beat
earlier in the year."
Even if the Scotties don't win the
right to take the next step to
Nationals (in Santa Barbara, Calif. )
it must be conceded that they've
had a tremendously successful
season. Congratualtions Scotties -- '
the crown fits well! ,
point tie-breake- r. Dave Wardlaw
'responded with two powerful
serves to capture the tie-break- er
5-- 4.
Levinson and Wardlaw then had
to face the Ohio Wesleyan' first
doubles team that included three
.-ti- me singles champ Ken Walker.'
The Scots played well but
succumbed to OWU by an 8-- 3
score. ,
The third doubles team of Mike
Flannelly and Al Lave also won
their first round match. The team
of FlannelyLave defeated the
fourth seed team from Muskingum
8--2.
In the second round,
FlannellyLave fell to OWlTs third
doubles team in a hard fought
match. The Scots had two
chances to send the match into a
tie breaker but OWU prevailed by
an 8-- 6 score.
In singles, Bruce McLane and '
Andy Levinson were the only first
round winners for the Scots.
McLane avenged an earlier defeat
. cont on pg 8
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"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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Weekdays-5p- . m.-l- a. m.
Frt. Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m. .
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
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Injury- - Riddled ;Xrk;;Team
? by Jim Wilkins '
; BEREA, OWO-Aft- er an indoor
season in which The College of
Wooster. track team was
decimated by injuries and. illness
coach Jim Bean expressed faith
that matters could get worse.
Yet no outdoor season that was
- brought to a close with Friday and
Saturday's Ohio Conference
Championships . at Baldwin-Wallac- e
College may very well
have proven Bean wrong. -
The Scots, riddled by injuries to
4
7
s
I:
w
i n I '.''
Senior co-capta- in Art Hoffman is
year's vastly improved varsity
graduation. Photo by James C.
1) ,my
-- y i 1 1
Laxmen End With Winning
by Kevin Lynch
The College of Wooster men's
lacrosse team finished the season
Saturday with a 16-1- 1 win over-Michig- an
State University."
The Scots used a six goal third
period to extend an 8-- 6 halftime
lead into a 14-- 8 advantage entering
the final period. Freshman goalie
Dan Gladwin stopped the
Spartans .with a season-hig- h 21
saves.
The offensive power again came
from the front line of Scott BAxter,
John Pizzarelli and George Muller.
1978
several key performers, finished
eighth in the fourteen team meet, a
drop of three places from their
finish of 1977. '; - ? -
Mount Union won the meet with
199 points to complete a sweep of
this year's OAC track titles in
which they won the indoor and
outdoor relay titles and the indoor
and outdoor championships. Ohio
Northern was second , with. 95
points and Otterbein was thrid with
84. Defending champ Baldwin-Wallc- e
was fourth with 80 points.
v.W. - ?.
one of just six players that this
lacrosse team will be, losing to
Keller. " ;.
Muller, a freshman, scored eight
points on two goals and six assists
to bring his. season total to 62
points, - passing the Wooster
record of 47 points held by Rob
Rutan. PizzarelE, also a freshman,
scored three goals with one assist
and totaled 49 points, : also
breaking Rutan's record.
Baxter scored four goals and
added two assists while Ned
Thompson scored three goals with
one assist. Art Hoffman had two
: goals, Don Henig one and Jack
If you have that some place
special you'd Eke to go to
.
or that special something .
you'd like to buy or do,
.
then start saving for it.',
today. We can help. Stop :
in and see us.'
First 'ffi Federal
1 812 Cleveland Road
264-78- 12
" Despite the team's eighth place
" finish Bean came away from the 1
'-
- meet with his head held high, TU be "
very honest " Bean said.."I never
'. expected for us to finishas strongly
"
as we did after losing so many
important people to injuries. The
: guys really :-
- came - on awfully "
.strong." v. :. :.'' ' ':;.'
The Scots were without the
services of freshman Don Rice in :
',, the-hig- h hurdles, sophomore Ron
Austin ."in the high Jump, :
sophomore Jeff Kirk in the half- - --
mile and mile and . senior AD- - :
Americari Manny Stone; in 'the
: sprints,' ,.' :- -;' V v"'-yv- " -- '" - :. V
; Kirk has been struggling with a
hamstring injury for several weeks
and his comeback attempt in the "
final meet before the conference
I championships finished, him for the
: year. Last year Kirk was third in the
conference in the mile. .
" Stone, on the other hand, never
fully recovered from winter knee
surgery and his" only' shot at
competition "all spring just before
the conference meet put him back
on the sidelines, ,
The biggest blow to the Scots'
hopes during the meet itself came
when senior. Slick Wimberly was
disqualified for a false start in the
prelims of the 100 meter dash.
.
Wimberly was a pre-rac- e favorite
and Bean said, "What happened to
Slick was really' a shame. Fm still ,
convinced he would have won the
'100" .. - ..;
-- Instead Wimberly. could
compete only in the 200 meter dash
where he finished third in 22.4.
Wooster's big point producer
was senior co-capta- in Bill Reedy ;
who combined a fifth in the 1,500
meter run(4:03.1)withathirdin the :
5,000 meter run (14:58.7) for eight
of Wooster's 21 points. ".' 5 ,'
:,BiH ran two of the finest races
I've seen him run," said Bean. "His ;
1500 race was tremendous, but his
5000 was even better considering
he was so tired after running the
1500." . ....;;.- -' 'U
The Scots placed two people in
- the top six in the discus, with junior
Frymire had one" goal and one --
assist. The Scots took 48 shots
during the game with MSU taking
"
39.
-
--The win was the Scots third in
-- the. last four games, hiking the
season record to 7-- 6, Wooster first
winning season since 1970. : . '
"We really came on the second
half of the season," said Wooster ,
- coach Art Marangi, "We improved
.our team. defense and our ball
.
control on offense."
. .
, The Scots are losing only six
players to graduation and have a
good nucleus and many young
players for next year. "We have
eight outstanding freshmen
coming in
.
next year and we're ,
hoping to get six or seven more,"
said Marangu ;.
1' rnilMO'Q
cold ;; DRIVE
Beer and Win
..Champagne '
Soft Drinks and lc
Monday thru Thursdoy
Fridoy'ood Saturday..
sines o
Don Bordine finishing fifth (133-7-) .
and sophomore Todd Lamb sixth
(132-8)- . Lamb was somewhat of a
surprise in that he had not even
qualified in the discus until three
days before the meet. ""' -- "
.
Senior Dennis Riesley cleared
13-- 6 in the pole vault, good for fifth !
place. ' In another surprise,;
Wooster's mile relay quartet of
freshman Ron Strine, juniors Steve
Crawford and Jeremy Dahl and
' senior Brian Volz ran a season-bes- t
3:26.2 in placing fifth. : ' ' -
-
."The mile relay was the surprise
of the meet - as'- - far as I'm
concerned," Bean " said. ' ."We
haven't had a mOe relay team like
that in maybe five years.".. -
This Week's Scot &
1M. Mil
BASEBALL in Ohio Conference Championship playoff Fru and Sat:,
: May 19 and 20; vs. Urbana (2) at home Mon., May 22, 2:30 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS vs. Akron at home Sat., May 20, 2 p.m. --
GOLF hosting NCAA Division III national Championship Tues. through
: Friday, May 23-2- 6. ' " ." ' "' :. :"; --:. :
TRACK hosting Carl B. Munson Invitational Sat., May 20. r". :. -
Scottie Softball All Wet
,'"" by Deb Berg ''
: The Scotties traveled to Wright
State Univ. last weekend in hopes
of ' a- - couple ? days ' of .
.
State
.
Tournament Softball. Instead they
'got all wet. :
- After spending Friday morning
waiting for the skies to clear. Ma
. Nature finally granted the Scotties
r permission to play their first round
- game against 3rd-seede- d Youngs
; town State. Unfortunately,-Wooste- r
was still swamped by an
11-- 0 margin.
.
' . .
'
Wooster threatened at the start
' of the game with three batters
- reaching base. However, the rally
-- was ended when YSU converted -
two force . outs -- and; got an ;
' interference call on a Woo runner.'
Scottie starter Trish Wilkinson
pitched - scoreless ball for two --
innings, but was touched for three .
hits in the 3rd, resulting in 3 YSU
.
" 'runs. -
.
p.-- . ;t
.
:
t After being set down in order,
. the Scotties took the field for the
4th. With iwo of their first three
batters making outs, YSU rallied
(with the aid of three Wooster
errors) to score 5 more times to
make the total 8-- 0 '
:. The Youngstown pitcher and
her supporting cast continued to
play excellent ball, yielding only
one - harmless walk before'
converting their third force out of
'the inning. - . - :
YSU concluded the 5th inning
and the scoring for the game by
sending eight players to the plate,
bringing homethree to produce the
11-- 0 final tally ' :
; Wilkinson got YSU to ground '
out twice to finish them off in the
6th. Wooster them came up to bat
; for one final gasp but failed toscore
; despite two YSU miscues. '
- Though Woo managed seven
THRU
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U 00 a.m.-- ) 1:00 p.m. ;
1 1 00 o m 1.00 a m.'
429 t liberty ;Ph 262-044- 4
"
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-
" was especially pleased to see
Steve Crawford run so well. His "'r
first two years here he spent
injured, but he's really come back
the last half of this year." ';--- .- ;..
"
"It was a minor miracle that we :
'.' got where we did," Bean said, "and
its a tribute to these guys hard- -
" work.' It was a good climax to a
really weird season."
For seveal Scots there remains
at least one race to be run this year, y
Saturday Wooster will host the .
Carl B. Munson Invitational --for; '"
outstanding individuals looking for
one more chance to qualify for the.
., NCAA Division IH national meet to
.
be held May 26-2- 8 in Grand Rapids,
tMidv--.'.- ' '-.- '-; .,.- -. : :
Scottie Schedule
hits to YSU's 10, they were never
; able toexecute them in bunches as
- did Youngstown. -- C ---
;
: The really telling statistic was ;
Wooster's six miscues --. twice
. YSU's total. Errors have been
.
Wooster's downfall all season long ..
despite the fact that they were ;y figured to be fairly strong
- defensively. '''l':;rT:- - ''' --
"X". Hopefully, Wooster was able to
patch the holes in the gloves before .
;-
- taking : the field "yesterday for a
'rescheduled game
'
with Baldwin-- -
Wallace.
.-
- ; "'::'.
: ' B--W was to be Wooster's second
: opponent at the State Tourney in
the consolation bracket, but the
entire tournament was eventually
called because of rain. ...
. So.:.will the REAL state champ,
PLEASE stand up? Ah..., couldyou
remove the poncho just a sec sowe
. can identify the uniform.-- ? i .
Tennis Team 8th
' cont from pg 7
by beating the third singles player
; from Heidelberg 8-- 5. McLane then
lost a tough match to Denison's
third man 84. -- ' ."- -'
? . Andy Levinson won his opening
'
" match by an 8-- 3 score despite an
ailing elbow. Levinson fell in the
second round:" --- "
' OWU won their sixth, straight
. OAC tournament. Bolstered by
championships by the first two
singles players and from their
second doubles team, OWU easily
won . the. tournament with 33
points. Denison was second with
22 points and Kenyon finished
third with 21 points. ' '- - - - '
Ken Walker of OWU finished
his OAC career in spectacular
fashion. Walker polished off Dave
Jonas of Denison in the top singles .
final to capture his fourth straight
OAC first singles title. In his four"
years of OAC play, Walker only
dropped on singles match.' "
: The. Scots' will finish out the
season tommorrow against
University of Akron. The match
will be home at 2:00 p.m. i v " -
Grace's Wine
. Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-5CS- 6
